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Lively, authentic, full of joy and a little bit

chaotic: Meet Le Vibe, a young reggae

band, made up of 7 musicians, who

consider themselves a community or even

family. 

While sharing a common love for Reggae

music, each member of the band enriches

Le Vibe’s musical soundscape with their

own influences. 

Over the years, this has led the band to

experiment with different genres, creating

a quite unique blend, some sort of fusion-

reggae. 

Their lyrics are kept in the vein of classic

Roots Reggae by tackling social,

psychological and spiritual topics.

Le Vibe has recorded one full length

album "Day One" (2019) and is set to

release the second album "TwoDay" in

2021. Their live shows are where they

shine most and show their true selves! The

two front men's active interacting with the

public and among themselves, creates

spontaneous and amusing interludes,

which makes every concert truly unique. 

A B O U T  U S

S O C I A L  M E D I A  

http://www.instagram.com/levibeband/
http://www.facebook.com/levibeband/


Le Vibe plays a colourful and driving

blend of Roots Reggae infused with

genres like Afrobeat, Funk and Jazz.

This results in honest and uplifting

music that strives to move and

inspire their audience by working

towards the goal of making people

think and dance.

 

The soundscape created for this

purpose varies from moody, jazz-

influenced down-tempo Reggae to

militant "4-on-the-floor" Roots-

rocking, but mostly fun, sunny and

groovy music true to the values of

Roots culture and aiming to deliver

positive and encouraging messages

and generally provides "good

vibrations". 

Furthermore they like to funk it out

through the means of percussive and

rhythmically stimulating musical

influences such as Funk and Afrobeat

in order to guarantee that people

can't resist the urge to dance, or at

least head-bop in appreciation.

M U S I C

L I S T E N

http://www.youtube.com/c/LeVibe
http://www.youtube.com/c/LeVibe
https://open.spotify.com/artist/1L24Kjz65rU50d3vxesUKG?si=qx5J0aUtTqau6_FIAqdELA


Alex Hueber (vocals, rhythm guitar)

Vincent Muller (vocals, rhythm guitar, saxophone)

Max Duchscher (drums)

Nadja Prange (organ, piano, vocals)

Georges Biver (percussion, vocals)

Tristan Vaisière (lead guitar)

Fabien Spaus (bass) 

T H E  B A N D

http://www.youtube.com/c/LeVibe


Le Vibe was founded by bassist Fabien Spaus and Drummer Max

Duchscher, who were originally looking to form a Ska band. But

after finding their fellow musicians,  it became clear, that Le Vibe

would not be meant to become a ska band and a distinctive

reggae sound developed itself. 

Most of them didn’t know each other and had differing musical

experiences and tastes, but they soon came to consider

themselves a family and bonded through the music they wrote and

played. In June 2018, they hit the stage at Café Konrad for their

first public appearance, which sold out quickly. 

The band went on to play on some of Luxembourg’s staple scenes,

while their most memorable gigs remained the outdoor festivals,

synonymous of reggae culture. 

H I S T O R Y

http://www.youtube.com/c/LeVibe


Strengthened by all the experiences

gathered in a relatively short time

lapse, they set out to record their

debut album "Day One" in 2019. 

“Day One” is the fruit of their

collaboration with renowned

producer Charel Stoltz for the

musical aspect as well as artist

Fernando Alves for the visual aspects

of the record. The result was a

colourful and honest record, that the

band was exhilarated to finally share

with the 300+ fans who showed up at

their Release Party at Kulturfabrik in

September 2019. 

To showcase their diversity, Le Vibe

released two further singles

completely unlike anything that they

had done before: Firstly "Evolution",

an intricate song in Luxembourgish in

May 2020 followed by "Reset", in

February 2021. While boasting a

message darker than what the band

had previously released, this tune also

took on a modern rock-tinted

orientation.

R E L E A S E S

"Day One" (2019) - Album

"Evolutioun" (2020) - Single

"Reset" (2021) - Single

http://www.youtube.com/c/LeVibe


Finally, the band is set to

release three singles and a

concept album over the

course of 2021, proving the

importance that they give to

a high quality songwriting as

well as artistic expression.

This record is going back to

the original reggae blend

sound, while staying faithful

to the genre-fluidity that

always keeps a presence in 

 the original Le Vibe

composing style. The songs

are interlinked to create a

red threat throughout the

record, taking the listener on

a musical journey for the

body and mind. 

Thus, they continue to follow

their path of constant

experimentation while being

fully creatively free -

patiently awaiting post-

pandemic times to hit the

stage again!

F U T U R E

C O N T A C T

c o n t a c t @ l e v i b e . b a n d
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http://www.youtube.com/c/LeVibe
http://www.levibe.band/
http://www.levibe.band/

